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Christmas
sausage sizzle
Totally Vets would like to
thank you for your support
in 2015.
Please come and join us for a Christmas
Sausage Sizzle.
Catch up with the customer service staff,
vets and other animal lovers.

Totally Vets
calendar 2016
Gaye Stein

NOVEMBER 2015

with his picture “What do you mean my hat
is not safety approved”. Benjamin won a
Panasonic Lumix camera for himself and $200
for his school. Comments from the judges
included “the picture was well framed and
Benjamin added humour to the subject that

This year 140 entries were
received for the Totally Vets
2016 Calendar from children of
both primary and intermediate
age groups, from Taumarunui
down to Oroua Downs.

added to its appeal”.
Second place was awarded to Harry Bos, from
Kairanga School, with his picture “Don’t rush
me, I’m getting there”. Harry won $100 for
himself as well as $200 for his school. The
black and white image worked very well and
ranked very highly in the scores. Sophie Bell,
from Newbury School, with her picture “Guilty

Friday, 11th December at Totally Vets,

The entries were of a very high standard and

25 Manchester Street, Feilding. Sausage

this made the judging extremely difficult! The

sizzle from 11.00am to 2.00pm.

categories of domestic pets, farm animals

We would like to thank all the children who

and people at work on the farm meant that

sent in pictures this year. We are already

a very broad range of pictures were received.

looking forward to receiving your entries

Please come and check out our
awesome Christmas gifts for your pets

as charged” was a close third place.

for our 2017 calendar! Totally Vets clients

in store. We look forward to seeing you

The winner of the competition this year is

are welcome to collect a copy of our 2016

all there.

Benjamin Lawrie, from Oroua Downs School

calendar from your closest branch.
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Looking ahead
Potential animal health issues, tasks to
consider and reminders for November and
December include:

Dairy

• Lameness - may become an issue as ground
hardens so monitor cows daily - article P3
• Book in for early pregnancy scanning ideally six weeks after end of AI
• Continue excellent bull management remove lame or sick bulls ASAP
• Ensure excellent weaner management
- drench regularly, weigh to monitor

• Clinical mastitis - monitor cows and be

growth rates, potential trace mineral

Sheep measles

aware of rising bulk milk somatic cell count

supplementation, allocate adequate good

particularly if using relief milkers over the

quality pasture particularly if hot dry

Rachael Fouhy

holiday period

weather - article P4

Tararua and Manawatu regions
have a very high incidence
(over 40 farms in each
district!) of sheep measles.
the intermediate stage of a tapeworm

The buttons
are dropping!

parasite Cysticercus ovis. Sheep health

Hamish Pike

Sheep measles is the common name for

is not affected but the presentation of
the carcass, which risks trimming and/
or rejection by some markets, is. Prevent
sheep measles by:
1. Regular worming - Use Drontal
Allwormer® every three months. On
properties that have identified sheep

With develveting just around the
corner now is the time to assess
the state of your deer shed and
associated facilities. Consider
handler safety, stag welfare and
product (velvet) hygiene.

measles issues in dogs also worm them
monthly with Droncit®.

Protrusions like gate hinges, gudgeons,
bolts/nails/wires should be cut flush where

2. Prevent scavenging - Scavenging

practicable to avoid injury. Ensure yard/shed

allows the lifecycle to continue. Bury or

floor surfaces enable secure footing, are clean

remove dead stock ASAP.

with minimal mud and dust, and have adequate

3. Outside dogs - Ensure dogs entering
your property have been wormed at least
three days BEFORE they arrive. This
includes pets and/or hunting dogs!

drainage.
Sheds also require adequate ventilation and
light. Stags exposed to ambient temperatures
greater than 22°C during develveting may

size as most stress and potential for damage
to velvet occurs through overcrowding in
the yards, particularly at first yarding. Once
drafted, stags should be left alone to settle. All
those not to be develveted should be released.
However if there is only one stag to do then
try and leave a companion with him.
Following velvet removal and reversal from the
sedative, stags should be released to a nearby
paddock with good water supply and a cool
shady area for the observation/recovery period.

4. Correct meat handling - All meat fed

suffer from heat stress. The risk primarily

to dogs needs to be correctly handled to

exists during develveting, when stags are

Check the stags within one hour after

kill any cysts. Freeze at -10°C for at least

sedated with xylazine, but problems can also

develveting and at regular intervals thereafter.

seven days prior to feeding, and cook

occur afterwards. Even when reversal is used

Look out for stags lying on their sides,

ALL offal.

sedated stags may fail to seek shade and, if

excessive bleeding (spurting for more than 30

they happen to sit down in an exposed area

minutes after tourniquet removal), prolonged

of the paddock, they can quickly become heat

lack of alertness, continued wide based stance

stressed which is likely to be fatal.

or unsteady gait, laboured breathing and

See our website for the full story!

Totally Vets prints Vet Notes on paper using FSC certified mixed source
pulp from Well Managed forests and other controlled sources.The paper is
produced under an environmental management system ISO 14001.

Early morning, when it is generally cool, or
later in the afternoon, when the stag has the
entire evening to recover, are the best times
to develvet. Ideally stags should be drafted
into mobs weekly as they drop their buttons.
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Mob size should be relative to the facility

bloat. If your observations can not be quickly
rectified, such as by applying a tourniquet or
getting the stag to his feet, then call your vet
immediately.
Have a great season.

Sheep and Beef

• Ewes at weaning - monitor body condition
and udders

• Barbers pole - weather depending, sheep

• Lambs at weaning - parasite management,

may need specific drenching for this parasite

vitamin B12 testing, fly strike control

sooner rather than later. Signs include

eyes/nose, fast breathing with increased
effort
• Maintain sport horses on joint
supplements such as NV Halo Injection or
Equinate™ Injection if ground is hard

Equine

pale gums, depressed, exercise intolerant,
increased breathing

• Ryegrass staggers - signs include

• If not done already, book in for beef cow

temperament and neurological

pregnancy testing

changes (increased sensitivity to stimuli,

• Ram preparations - plan and book in ram
palpations, Brucellosis testing and organise

wobbly gait etc)
• Allergic airway disease - signs include dry
cough, rubbing of nose/head, discharge from

teasers

Hoof health
in dairy cows

• Continue regular drenching of young
animals, particularly yearlings - as a
general rule treat six weekly through to the
end of summer

Deer
• Plan preparations for velveting - article P2

• Look at the layout of races, surface
condition, yard access/entry point and list all
possible shortcomings. Discuss those with an
expert and make a plan for correcting them
over time.

Joao Dib

• Identify cows with very poor conformation

Dairy cow production relies
on many things - weather,
husbandry, nutritional
management, farm layout and
freedom from disease just to
mention a few! Animal health is
a key factor in any system and
one of the main potential issues
is that of lameness.

and chronic lameness problems and, if culling
policies allow, cull them.
TREATMENT
• Prompt treatment is key to recovery. Try
not to wait to build up numbers before
attempting treatment. The longer the wait,
the more weight she will lose, the sharper the
production loss, the worse the condition and
the poorer her welfare!
• Know how to treat properly. Seek and obtain

The onset of sudden (acute) lameness is likely

training and advice. Most lameness, if tackled

to be of great concern to the farmer and it has

early will not require antibiotics (90% plus

significant welfare implications, as pain can go

will be treated without use of antibiotics).

from mild to severe within a very short time

Using cowslips or any other hoof block will

frame. A severely lame animal will lose weight,

also be likely to significantly improve the

stop cycling and milk production will decrease

speed of recovery.

significantly.

• Most importantly, have good restraint
facilities. Adequate facilities, be it a

So what can be done to have hoof health in

WOOPER or a WRANGLER restraining

tip-top shape?

frame, or simply a sturdy home built
arrangement, is essential. It WILL improve

PREVENTION AND DETECTION

the efficiency and speed of treatment and

• Minimise walking of a cow that is in recovery
and give her top quality feed. She will thank
you for that by a more speedy recovery, both
from a lameness and production point
of view.

minimise injury to operator and the animal.

We are keen to help you, both on a

detection, such as learning how cows move

Again, human and animal welfare are

practical and/or advisory level, regarding

individually as compared to how they move

improved significantly. If at all possible an

lameness and hoof health issues. We really

as a herd. Additionally train them on how to

out-of-the-weather treatment set up, away

like cows and think that improving their

move the herd to avoid excess pressure and

from the rain and wind, is ideal.

welfare will greatly improve the lives of

• Train all operators on all aspects of accurate

complications that occur as a consequence
should this happen.
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the people that take daily care of them, so
don’t hesitate to give us a call.
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Weaner
calf health
Cormac Chalmers

Replacement heifers are the
genetic future and need to be
managed well in order for them
to reach target weights, get in
calf, and have a successful life
within a herd.
Weaning is a delicate time in a calf’s life with
the change in feed commonly causing a check
in their growth. Calves need to be eating a
minimum of one and a half kilos of meal before
they are weaned which should be continued for
at least one month post weaning, potentially

Regular (at least every three months) weighing

is a way to give them the best quality grass

is essential for monitoring growth post weaning.

while allowing the adult cows to help manage

Target live weights are 30% mature live weight

worms left behind. Another option is to set

at six months of age, 60% at 15 months, and

stock at two to three weaners per paddock

90% at 22 months. Poor growth rates may be
the first indicator that something else is
going on.

on the home farm. A third option is running
weaners at a run-off block, however this is less
than ideal as it runs the risk that they may be

longer if coccidiosis is, or has been, an issue.

Parasitism is at the top of the potential problem

monitored less frequently and there is reduced

Successful weaning is based on calf weight

list. Follow a regular drenching program using

opportunity for adult cattle to help control

(using scales is best as compared to weight

an appropriate (specific to individual farms

worm burden.

tape as compared to using age or guess work!).

but in general is an oral combination) drench.

Dairy New Zealand (DNZ) targets are set at

Additionally try to have weaners on ‘safe’

If you would like any further information

80-110kg for friesians and 65-85kg for

pastures until winter to minimise exposure to

or help putting together a plan for weaner

jersey calves.

worms. Running weaners in front of the milkers

management then give us a call.

Serving up real qualityy
son.
again this festive season.
PLUS GET A BONUS HAM BAG WHILE STOCKS
OCKS LAST | OFFER ONLY AVAILABLE FROM PARTICIPATING VET CLINICS*
CLINICS
1/2 HAM ON THE BONE OR CONTINENTAL CARVE LEG HAM QUALIFYING PURCHASES: ARREST® 2x 20L, ARREST® Hi-Mineral 2x 20L, ECLIPSE® E Herdpack 4x 500mL, ECLIPSE® Pour-On 1x 2.5L, EPRINEX® 20L,
EPRINEX® Delta 5L, EXODUS® 1% Injection 4x 500mL, EXODUS® Long Acting Injection 4x 500mL, EXODUS® Pour-On 2x 5L or 1x 20L, EXODUS® Se 1x 20L, FIRST® Drench Hi-Mineral 1x 20L, GENESIS® Hi-Mineral 2x 20L,
GENESIS® Injection 4x 500mL, GENESIS® Injection B12 + Se 4x 500mL, GENESIS® Pour-On 1x 5L or 10L, GENESIS® Ultra Oral Hi-Mineral 1x 20L, GENESIS® Ultra Pour-On 1x 5L, IVER MATRIX® Tape Hi-Mineral 1x 10L or
20L, IVOMEC® Plus 4x 500mL, MATRIX® 1x 20L, MATRIX® C 1x 10L or 20L, MATRIX® Hi-Mineral 1x 20L or 50L, MATRIX® Mini Dose 1x 10L or 20L, MATRIX® Tape Hi-Mineral 1x 10L or 20L, SWITCH® 1x 20L, SWITCH® C 1x 10L
or 20L, SWITCH® Fluke10 5L or 10L, SWITCH® Hi-Mineral 1x 20L or 50L, TRIMOX® 1x 20L. WHOLE HAM ON THE BONE QUALIFYING PURCHASES: ECLIPSE® 5L or 10L. *Some clinics may not have all types of ham available.

PROUDLY AVAILABLE FROM YOUR LOCAL VETERINARY CLINIC.

* WITH QUALIFYING PURCHASES WHILE STOCKS LAST. PROMO ENDS 22/12/15

Merial is a Sanofi company. MERIAL NZ LTD. LEVEL 3, MERIAL BUILDING, OSTERLEY WAY, MANUKAU, AUCKLAND, NEW ZEALAND | WWW.MERIAL.CO.NZ | ALL PRODUCTS ARE ® REGISTERED TRADEMARKS OF MERIAL.
REGISTERED PURSUANT TO THE ACVM ACT 1997 | NO.S A6416, A6417, A10640, A9270, A7191, A010801, A010759, A10399, A10222, A10018, A6859, A7189, A7456, A9888, A7353, A9822, A9222, A10120, A6481, A9544, A10131,
A9390, A10132, A9418, A9964, A10274, A11138, A9970, & A10734 | ©COPYRIGHT 2015 MERIAL NZ LTD. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. NZ-15-MAL-125.
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